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A fundamental question regarding marine copepods is how the many species coexist and persist in the
oligotrophic environment (i.e. Hutchinson’s paradox). This question is addressed with a stochastic,
object-oriented Lagrangian model that explicitly simulates the distinct foraging behaviors of three prominent
tropical species: Clausocalanus furcatus, Paracalanus aculeatus and Oithona plumifera.
The model also individually tracks all prey cells. Each particle’s motion combines sinking, turbulent
diffusion and active swimming when applicable. The model successfully simulates observed size-
partitioned carbon uptake rates. Based on the model results, the wide-ranging translational ambit
employed by C. furcatus is best suited for the acquisition of passive prey while the relatively
stationary behavior of O. plumifera promotes the capture of larger, quickly sinking cells. The model
results further suggest that the slow velocities and feeding current employed by P. aculeatus are best
suited for acquiring the smallest cells though it also has a slight advantage over C. furcatus in
acquiring the largest prey. A resource threshold, at a prey concentration of 530 cells mL–1, is
consistently exhibited by all three modeled species. Overall, these results imply that the size-partition
preferences due to their different foraging behavior contribute to the coexistence of these three species.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous species of plankton populate the world’s
oceans. However, in the tropical open ocean there is a
limited number of ecological niches. Even so, a diverse
array of planktonic organisms is observed to flourish.
Since it challenges a fundamental ecological tenant that
dates back to Darwin (i.e. competitive exclusion), this
characteristic of the oceanic ecosystem has intrigued
oceanographers for decades and has been termed the
paradox of the plankton. Hutchinson (Hutchinson, 1961)
phrased this paradox as: ‘How is it possible for a number
of species to coexist in a relatively isotropic or unstruc-
tured environment all competing for the same sorts of
materials?’. While he was specifically referring to the
pelagic environment’s autotrophic population, such a
question could also be applied to heterotrophic organ-
isms. Assessing Hutchinson’s paradox has remained a
topical issue over the years. One theory, termed con-
temporaneous disequilibrium, postulates that the actions
of fluid turbulence result in sufficient environmental
variability as to prevent the formation of stable niches
that could become dominated by a single species
(Richerson et al., 1970).
In his re-visitation of the paradox, Ghilarov (Ghilarov,
1984) suggests that an alternative explanation, termed
the ‘coexistence principle’, may be more appropriate.
This principle is based on the general ecological obser-
vation that taxonomically similar species often demon-
strate similar distribution patterns. For example, an
analysis of copepod species in the central gyre of the
North Pacific suggests that they are typically generalists
(Hayward and McGowan, 1979). Moreover, tight pre-
dator–prey couplings were uncommon, and species-
specific niches with minimal overlap were not observed.
The species assemblage in this region remained unaf-
fected by a transitory climatic event that significantly
perturbed environmental conditions, which led to the
conclusion that disturbance–perturbation theory was
This paper is one of six on the subject of the role of zooplankton predator–prey interactions in structuring plankton communities.
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not applicable as a means of producing species diversity
(McGowan and Walker, 1985). In regions exhibiting
more pronounced vertical environmental gradients,
layering of species assemblages has been documented,
which has led to the suggestion that the range of condi-
tions results in a multitude of niches capable of support-
ing numerous species and that contemporaneous
disequilibrium may further promote diversity by operat-
ing within localized depth zones (Longhurst, 1985).
Ongoing advances in optical and acoustical sampling
capabilities have demonstrated that such vertical layer-
ing of community structure associated with density dis-
continuities can occur on the scale of O (10–1 to 1)
meters while extending several kilometers horizontally
and persisting for several days. It has been suggested
that this partitioning into microenvironments may
contribute to the maintenance of species diversity
(McManus et al., 2003).
Zooplankton play a crucial and multifaceted role in the
processing of biogenic material in the pelagic environ-
ment, yet our present understanding of their specific
ecological function remains relatively rudimentary.
Recently, the Second Marine Zooplankton Colloquium
(MZC2) identified three basic research foci, one of which
consisted of developing a better characterization of the
role of zooplankton in oceanic biogeochemical cycling
(MZC2, 2001). Budgets of daily nutrient rations indicate
that copepods must practice omnivory to meet their
metabolic and dietary requirements (Cowles and Fessenden,
1995; Roman and Gauzens, 1997). The most prominent
copepod food source may be protozoa (i.e. microzoo-
plankton), and copepod grazing pressure can propagate
as a trophic cascade that influences the abundance of
other ecosystem constituents (Calbet and Landry, 1999).
This represents top–down control of the lower trophic
levels, whereas zooplankton excretion acts as a bottom-up
stimulation of the food web. Thus copepods have varied
impact on constituent concentrations. In addition, cope-
pods are commonly identified as prominent contributors
to the export of biogenic carbon to the deep ocean
because of the elevated sinking rates of their fecal pellets
(Banse, 1994; Roman et al., 1995; Al-Mutairi and Landry,
2001). However, it has also been observed that cyclopoid
coprophagy can mitigate detrital fluxes to the deep ocean
(Svensen and Nejstgaard, 2003; Huskin et al., 2004), and
coprophagy in general may result in a more nutritionally
complete ration for copepod species (Roman, 1984;
Kleppel, 1993).
Within the context of copepod diversity in the tropical
oceans, Hutchinson’s paradox could be recast as: ‘How
do the many copepod species exist, co-exist, and persist
within an environment characterized by dilute plankton
concentrations?’. This is a primary motivation of the work
reported here, which entails developing a detailed beha-
vioral model that is used to investigate how a diverse
copepod assemblage is maintained under typical oligo-
trophic conditions. This modeling approach consists of
developing and applying a Lagrangian scheme that incor-
porates explicit foraging behavior for three separate cope-
pod species. These species are typically abundant in the
tropical/subtropical oligotrophic ocean and employ
distinct methods of prey acquisition (Paffenho¨fer, 1993;
Gallienne and Robins, 2001). The three species and the
associated foraging methods that have been emulated in
the model are as follows. Clausocalanus furcatus is a fast
continuous swimmer that loops repetitively then displaces
vertically before reestablishing its characteristic looping
motion (Mazzocchi and Paffenho¨fer, 1999). Paracalanus
aculeatus is a slow continuous swimmer that generates a
feeding current to entrain potential food particles
and perceives food at a distance by cehmoreception
(Paffenho¨fer, 1984, 1998). Oithona plumifera is an ambush
predator that uses its long-feathered setae to sense the
hydrodynamical signals of motile particles at a distance
(Svensen and Kiørboe, 2000). After shifting every few
seconds by moving obliquely upward, potential food par-
ticles are perceived as these copepods slowly sink, remain-
ing motionless with their bodies typically oriented
horizontally (Paffenho¨fer and Mazzocchi, 2002).
Here, the first results from this stochastic Lagrangian
model are presented. The model’s specific details and the
numerical experiments performed for this ‘proof-of-con-
cept’ study are described. This is followed by a compar-
ison of the simulated foraging behavior and uptake rates
with observations and rate measurements from several
recent studies. Results from the model are then used to
assess how well the three species are able to survive over a
range of prey concentrations and to investigate how their
distinct foraging behaviors affect their grazing success.
ME THO D
Particle motion and copepod ambits
The stochastic, object-oriented Lagrangian model is
used to individually track particles that represent the
members of a realistic plankton population and the
attendant group of foraging copepods. The latter employ
species-specific motions and sampling strategies. Equa-
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The subscript denotes an individual particle (either prey
or copepod) while the associated velocity (~Ui ) entails
the superposition of a passive sinking speed, a random
component meant to emulate isotropic turbulence and
an active swimming speed where applicable. In the equa-
tions that follow, the subscript is dropped, and it is assumed
that each particle has distinct motion components. The
model is currently used to simulate copepod ambits for 1 h,
so physiological processes of growth and reproduction are
not included, and diel, large-scale vertical migrations have
not been incorporated. Advection is assumed to affect all
particles similarly and is therefore not explicitly included.
Particle sinking (ws) is estimated for individual phyto-
plankton using a modified form of the Stokes equation for
particles sinking within a fluid medium [equation (2)],
where g is gravitational acceleration, D is the typical
difference in density between phytoplankton cells and
seawater,  is the viscosity of seawater and  is a form
resistance factor. Cell diameter (dC) is considered an
equivalent cell diameter (ESD), and the distribution of dC
for the prey field (i.e. its size spectrum) is uniquely deter-
mined when each numerical experiment is initiated (see






; where 0:9  BR  1:1 ð2Þ
The resistance factor accounts for deviations from Stokes
Law that manifest between velocities realized by an
essentially spherical plankter and that obtained by
an idealized sphere of similar volume and density (Padisa´k
et al., 2003). The modification to the density difference
(BR) represents natural cell density variability within the
plankton population, where the superscript here (and
below) denotes that this is a randomized component
within the indicated bounds. The maximum sinking
velocity for a 50-mm cell has been set to 2.1 m day–1,
based on published observations (Mann and Lazier,
1996). Cell-buoyancy adaptations in response to environ-
mental conditions (e.g. irradiance levels or nutrient con-
centrations) are not explicitly accounted for, and it is
assumed that no cells are senescent. Since C. furcatus and
P. aculeatus are continuous swimmers, a sinking rate is not
applied to these two species. During its foraging periods
O. plumifera sinks with a velocity of 24.1 m day–1, a value
that is based on observational studies (Paffenho¨fer and
Mazzocchi, 2002).
Diffusion (~uD ), or drifting, of individual copepods and
plankton due to turbulence is presently represented as an
additional random component to the velocity vector.
This turbulent velocity component is applied as a max-
imum diffusion speed (D), the magnitude of which is
modified for each direction by a set of random amplitu-
dinal coefficients (~R) that are uniformly distributed
between –1 and 1. A new set of ~R is determined for
each individual at every time step.
~uD ¼ ~RD ð3Þ
Directed motion is only applied to the zooplankton
and is prescribed for individual species as swimming with
or without pauses. A copepod’s ambit can be set to
simulate various characteristic behaviors that range
from large jumps separated by periods of sinking to
swimming continuously in tight spirals. If a copepod
does not move continuously, equation (4) contributes to
its ambit. The duration of each motion episode (S) is
calculated from a base time duration (B) modified by a
uniformly distributed perturbation ("RS ), the magnitude of
which is bounded ("maxS ). This bound’s value depends on
species and the emulated motion but represents at most
a modification to B of 20%.
S ¼ B 1  "RS
 
;
where 0  "RS  "maxS and 0:1  "maxS  0:2
ð4Þ
For copepods that move intermittently, they are
assumed to be either at rest or their maximum speed
(CS) for the duration of each motion event, where CS is
based on observations (Table I). These motion events
include either jumping, which entails a translational shift
and possibly a heading modification, or somersaulting,
which involves remaining in place and acquiring a new
directional heading.
Each copepod’s heading is specified by a zenith angle ()
and an azimuth angle (). Equations (5) and (6) prescribe
these angles through modification of a maximum devia-
tion (M,M) by a uniformly distributed random value
("R;). Both the values of the maximum angular deviations
and the range of the perturbations vary depending on
species and whether a given copepod is currently swim-
ming or undergoing a somersaulting episode.
d
dt







¼ M 2"R  1
 
; where 0:55"R51 ð6Þ
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The new heading values thus prescribe the updated
velocity vector for the copepod’s ambit [equation (7)].
~uA ¼
CS cos sin 






Calculation of the new position then follows by apply-
ing the new velocity components (wS ;~uD;~uA) to ~Ui in
equation (1).
Prey perception and particle ranking
For all three species, their velocities in the model were
made equivalent to their observed velocities. In order to
account for variations in perception and foraging strate-
gies, area(s) of perception (AOP) were prescribed for
each species. These are defined by a radius of influence
(ROI ) that extends away from the copepod and an angle
of influence (AOI ) that extends to either side of the
copepod’s direction heading (Fig. 1). Depending on the
species to be emulated, either one or two AOPs have been
defined. These account for perception from the group(s)
of antennae/setae that in the model configuration are
considered to extend from the front, and possibly also
the rear, of a given copepod. Of the three modeled spe-
cies, only O. plumifera was provided with the additional rear
AOP since it has extensive multiple sensory apparatus.
The prescribed AOP in the model are not necessarily
identical to those determined in laboratory studies. This
was necessary in order to account for the differences
between nature and a model that is necessarily discre-
tized. For example, the observed foraging behavior of
C. furcatus is to move constantly at high velocity and to
identify potential prey through nearly direct contact.
To emulate this behavior without the need for an infini-
tesimally small model time step, a long, narrow AOP
was defined so that cells within a cone that extends
forward along a given individual’s heading would be
considered. Thus for each time step, an entirely new
distribution of potential food particles is acquired. In
the case of P. aculeatus, instead of increasing its forward
velocity and skewing the resulting translational ambit, its
ROI was extended to account for the additional volume
perceived as a result of the feeding current generated by
this species. Finally, the complex sensory apparatus con-
guration of O. plumifera is not reproduced due to the need
to simply define AOP within a modeling context. The
observed sensing characteristics of each copepod species
are listed in Table I. The applied values of ROI and AOI
are provided in Table II. While it is apparent that the
planview area may differ, the combination of velocity
and modeled sensing region(s) results in modeled volume
sampling rates that are essentially identical to those
observed in the laboratory experiments (Table I).
All particles encompassed by the modeled AOP were
considered as potential prey. For each particle type, an
initial rank was defined that reflects observed preferences
for each type of prey by each copepod species. Each
particle’s rank was reduced by two non-dimensional
perception factors (1,2) that accounted for a given
cell’s size and distance from the copepod. The size-





Fig. 1. Modeled copepod sensory regions. The values for the radius of
influence (ROI ) (r1 and r2) and angle of influence (AOI ) (1 and 2) for
each copepod species are provided in Table II.














Clausocalanus furcatus 3.6 10.00 0.00 0.09 – 0.86
Paracalanus aculeatus 4.2 0.70 0.80 2.30 – 2.89
Oithona plumifera 2.6 0.28a 0.00 1.48/0.78b 0.67/0.52c 0.64
The weight given for C. furcatus is from Mazzocchi and Paffenho¨fer (Mazzocchi and Paffenho¨fer, 1998), for P. aculeatus is from Paffenho¨fer et al.
(Paffenho¨fer et al., 2003) and for O. plumifera is from Klekowski et al. (Klekowski et al., 1977).
aRepresents a sinking velocity.
bRepresents ventral sensory regions.
cRepresents abdomen sensory regions.
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1 ¼
1 þ tanh ðdC  a1dPÞ=b1½ f g 1  tanh ðdC  a2dP Þ=b2½ f g
1 þ tanh dP 1  a1ð Þ=b1½ f g 1  tanh dP 1  a2ð Þ=b2½ f g
ð8Þ
Here, a1 = 0.175, b1 = 5.0, while a2 = 2.0, b2 = 4.0 and
dP = 40 mm. Thus, the size of each particle (dC) helps
define how readily it is perceived. The form of 1 at
small particle sizes is illustrated in Fig. 2, and it can be
seen that this is analogous to the observation-based cell
capture efficiency developed by Bartram (Bartram,
1980). The break in the curve at 6.4 mm in Fig. 2 is
introduced to illustrate the minimum cell size threshold
when no other perception modifiers contribute. The
6.4-mm threshold applied here is somewhat lower than
the 8-mm sampling cutoff reported for somewhat larger
copepod species (Gaudy et al., 2003). While there is
evidence that capture efficiency is linked to feeding
appendage morphology (Nival and Nival, 1976), dP was
held constant since appropriate quantification of how
this efficiency varies among the three species is lacking.
As dP is lowered, the smaller plankton become more
accessible while the larger cells become less accessible.
The need to employ a smoothly varying switch led to
the choice of the functional form used in equation (8).
Its numerator is a essentially a boxcar filter for preferred
cell size with limits set by dP while the denominator
ensures that 1 is  1. Thus, through equation (8), a
preferred prey partition can be prescribed for each indi-
vidual grazer. In future experiments, this will be one
means of incorporating distinctions between the foraging
activity of growing copepodites and adult copepods.
The second perception factor (2) varies linearly with
distance from the copepod. The lower bound for 2
(0.8) is reached at the maximum ROI for a given
species. These two perception factors are multiplied
by the particle’s initial rank and, if this remains
above a prescribed minimum preference threshold,
the particle is then consumed. Otherwise, the particle
is returned to the pool of potential prey for the next
iteration. In the perception example shown in Fig. 2, if
a particle’s initial rank is reduced by >55% then it has
fallen below the copepod’s preference threshold and is
not consumed. However, it should be noted that this
percent reduction is not constant as it depends on the
relative values chosen for the initial rank and minimum
preference threshold, both of which can depend on
copepod and/or plankton species.
In the specific case of O. plumifera, potential prey must
also exceed a minimum velocity so as to generate a
hydrodynamic signal sufficient to be perceived by the
setae extending from the first antennae or abdomen
(Paffenho¨fer and Mazzocchi, 2002). The choice of this
velocity threshold made use of the only set of field
Table II: Modeled sensing region(s)
Species ROI (r ) (mm) AOI () (degrees) Planview area (mm2) Volume perceived (stationary) (mm3) Volume sampling rate (mm3 s–1)
Clausocalanus furcatus 4.00 4.58 0.32 0.43 0.86
Paracalanus aculeatus 1.15 90.00 4.13 3.16 2.89
Oithona plumifera 3.50/1.22 7.0/30.0 1.50/0.78a 0.66/0.55b 0.64
The radius of influence (ROI ) and angle of influence (AOI ) listed here, respectively, correspond to the model copepod characteristics r1,2 and 1,2 shown
in Fig. 1.
aRepresents ventral sensory regions.
bRepresents abdomen sensory regions.















































Fig. 2. A typical initial carbon content spectrum for copepod prey.
The actual distribution for a given model run will differ slightly since
this spectrum is randomly generated at the start of each numerical
experiment. The size-partitioned distribution of prey that coincides
with this example carbon content spectrum is provided in Table III.
The size-based prey perception factor [1, equation (8)] is also shown.
This function is continuous through the lowest cell equivalent cell
diameter (ESD). The break in the curve at 6.4 mm is imposed to
illustrate the lower prey size threshold that is enforced by the model’s
prey-ranking method.
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observations of percent body weight metabolized per
day that includes all three modeled copepod species
(Klekowski et al., 1977). The procedure used to deter-
mine this velocity threshold is detailed in Calibration
of AOP parameter settings against observed grazing rates.
The inclusion of this additional criterion for O. plumifera
is touched on here to explain how potential prey
were identified for consumption. The application of the
ranking method described here provided the means by
which the model emulated the different sensory methods
(e.g. chemosensory or hydrosensory) employed by the
copepods and the spatial degradation of the chemical
and hydrodynamic signals emitted by the plankton.
Initialization of the modeled potential prey-
size spectrum
The initial particle size distribution for the modeled
potential prey is appropriate for the pelagic tropical/
subtropical ocean as it is based on summertime plankton
size spectra observed in the Sargasso Sea (Paffenho¨fer et al.,
2003). For each experiment, the plankton-size spectrum
was initialized as a transformed set of uniform deviates
with sizes of 2- to 80-mm ESD. This transformation was
derived from a power law curve fit to the mean size
spectrum for cast 11a reported in Paffenho¨fer et al.
(Paffenho¨fer et al., 2003), for which an observed concentra-
tion of 0.4 cells mL–1 for the 20- to 40-mm size class has
since been obtained (unpublished data). A unique particle
size distribution is created when each model run is initiated,
with the total number of cells corresponding to one of the
values for P (Table III). The resulting prey population is
then distributed randomly throughout the model domain.
A typical resultant spectrum for an overall cell concen-
tration of 950 cells mL–1 is highlighted, which shows
excellent agreement with the mean observed spectrum
(Table III). This example spectrum has been extrapolated
to the other overall cell concentration cases by applying
the appropriate ratio of P, in order to illustrate the
range of size-partitioned forage conditions generated by
the model (Table III). By assuming cells to be spheres
and applying the carbon content relation of Verity et al.
(Verity et al., 1992), the full model particle spectrum (the
example in Table II is an abridged form) is used to create
a size-partitioned carbon content distribution (Fig. 2). The
majority of the carbon potentially available for copepod
ingestion in the model is within cells with ESD of 30 mm
or smaller. However, it should be remembered that the
size-based perception factor [1, equation (8)] prevents
the mature copepods considered here from grazing on
the smallest cells. It should also be noted that the proce-
dure used to create the model particle distribution is
capable of generating cells ranging up to 80-mm ESD in
size, though the probability of these larger sizes occurring
is statistically quite low.
Calibration of AOP parameter settings
against observed grazing rates
Initial guesses for the AOP parameter settings were
based on the characterizations of foraging behavior
(Table I). Size-partitioned feeding rate measurements
Table III: Sample initial prey-size spectrum applied in the Lagrangian model
Total number of prey (P) Concentrations within size partitions (cells mL1)
All 2–4 mm 4–6 mm 6–8 mm 8–10 mm 10–20 mm 20–40 mm
Modeled prey spectrum
94 880 95 77.3 11.1 3.3 1.4 1.6 0.2
168 720 170 137.5 19.8 5.8 2.4 2.8 0.4
300 000 300 244.4 35.2 10.4 4.3 4.9 0.6
533 600 530 434.7 62.6 18.5 7.7 8.7 1.1
948 800 950 773.0 111.2 32.9 13.7 15.5 2.0
1 687 200 1700 1374.5 197.8 58.5 24.3 27.6 3.5
3 000 000 3000 2444.0 351.7 104.0 43.2 49.0 6.3
Observed prey spectrum
Mean 905.2 690.6 145.6 37.4 14.5 16.6 0.4
SD 305.9 260.9 57.3 15.1 5.5 7.7 Not applicable
The first column in the upper portion of the table indicates the range in P, that were used to initially populate the 1 Liter model domain for the
experiments reported herein. This range in prey densities encompasses typical spatio-temporal variability in the open ocean. Each row illustrates a
model-initialized prey spectrum for the corresponding P, with the row in bold text representing a typical oligotrophic spectrum. The lower portion of the
table contains the mean plankton size distribution and associated standard deviation (SD) determined from a set of recent in situ observations
(Paffenho¨fer et al., 2003).
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for C. furcatus and P. aculeatus (Table IV) were used to
fine-tune these parameters, where AOI for C. furcatus and
ROI for P. aculeatus, respectively, were targeted (Table II).
The procedure for these two species was to define a range
of volume sampling rates and determine the correspond-
ing value for their targeted AOP parameter. The range
of volume sampling rates for this sensitivity analysis was
68–78 mL day–1 (AOI = 4.39–4.70) for C. furcatus and
206–302 mL day–1 (ROI = 1.04–1.24 mm) for P. aculeatus.
All of these tests were run with a 1-L control volume
containing 10 copepods and an initial cell concentration
of 950 cells mL–1, with a total of 40 individual copepod
grazing realizations acquired for each volume sampling
rate tested. To assess the results of these experiments,
the mean of the observed : modeled ratio of the size-
partitioned carbon uptake rates (the individual rates are
listed in Tables IV and V) was calculated, and the
AOP setting that resulted in an overall ratio closest to
1.0, when averaged over its 40 experiments, was chosen.
As reported in Table II, the best-fit volume sampling
rates determined with this method were 74 mL day–1
for C. furcatus and 250 mL day–1 for P. aculeatus.
Table V: Modeled carbon uptake rates (ng C h–1)
Prey concentrations (cells mL–1) 950 1690 3000
Clausocalanus furcatus
6–8 mm 1.7 2.9 4.8
8–10 mm 3.5 5.6 9.4
10–20 mm 11.5 18.1 28.5
20–40 mm 12.4 19.6 31.1
Paracalanus aculeatus
6–8 mm 2.8 4.3 7.7
8–10 mm 5.1 8.1 14.3
10–20 mm 16.1 27.1 42.3
20–40 mm 18.8 25.7 50.2
Oithona plumifera
6–8 mm 0.6 1.0 1.9
8–10 mm 1.3 2.2 3.8
10–20 mm 4.7 8.3 13.2
20–40 mm 9.1 16.2 21.9
The mean rates for all numerical experiments performed at the three highest prey concentrations applied in the model are shown. Values in bold indicate
the concentration that is representative of typical oligotrophic conditions.
Table IV: Observed carbon uptake rates (ng C h–1)
Prey concentrations (cells mL–1) 877 834 817
Clausocalanus furcatus
6–8 mm 2.1 1.2 2.4
8–10 mm 3.3 4.8 1.5
10–20 mm 8.3 12.8 24.1
20–40 mm 10 10 10
Paracalanus aculeatus
6–8 mm 2.2 1.2 2.5
8–10 mm 4.2 6 1.9
10–20 mm 14.8 22.9 43.1
20–40 mm 13.4 13.4 13.4
All of the observed rates were from experiments carried out at typical oligotrophic prey concentrations, which are noted along the top row. The observed
rates for C. furcatus were obtained during shipboard experiments carried out in the western Atlantic Ocean during June of 2001 and 2002. The rates
reported for P. aculeatus were obtained in laboratory experiments for which the observed prey concentrations and size distributions were closely
emulated (see Table IV in Paffenho¨fer et al., 2003).
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Since size-partitioned feeding rate measurements are
not presently available and the hydrosensory component
of its behavior is poorly understood, an alternative
approach was adopted to arrive at O. plumifera’s best
choice of parameter settings. Its sensing regions and
foraging behavior were considered well characterized
by the observations (Table I), so the AOP settings chosen
to emulate these aspects in the model were held constant
(Table II). Instead, the calibration effort targeted con-
straining the minimum cell velocity needed for a given
particle to be ‘noticed’ by a given copepod. As noted
earlier, this procedure made use of observations of per-
cent body weight metabolized per day published by
Klekowski et al. (Klekowski et al., 1977). For C. furcatus,
P. aculeatus and O. plumifera, these are 29, 17.4 and
11.5%, respectively. After applying the observed body
weights (Table I), the estimated metabolic costs (in mg C
day–1) for the three species were 0.88, 0.81 and 0.33.
Thus, the metabolic expenditure for O. plumifera was
estimated as 39% that of the other two species, and
the minimum velocity parameter in the model was set
accordingly.
Specifics of the numerical experiments
In all of the 1-h numerical experiments detailed here, 10
copepods were introduced into a model control volume
of 1 L. The domain boundaries were made periodic in
the sense that any particle (either prey or copepod)
whose trajectory caused it to exit one side of this control
volume was wrapped around so that it entered the
opposite side. This feature was necessary in the case of
the vertical dimension since, in initial model trials, the
sinking velocity applied to all food particles resulted in
either a significant loss of potential prey or a notable
accumulation at the base of the model domain depend-
ing on whether passage across the bottom boundary was
permitted. The initial total plankton concentration for
these experiments ranged from 95 to 3000 cells mL–1 in
order to characterize how the model-realized copepod
ingestion rates change over the full range of food avail-
ability conditions (i.e. eutrophic to mesotrophic) charac-
teristic of observed in situ spatiotemporal variability.
Thus, in addition to the translational ambits and grazing
activity of the copepod, the model tracked O (105–106)
food particles in each experiment (Table III).
RESULTS
Foraging behavior
In order to fully characterize their respective sampling
pathways, one experiment for each species was performed
for which location and heading information for both the
copepod as well as the spatial distribution of food particles
was saved for every time step. The motions employed to
sample the fluid medium by each copepod species are
illustrated in Fig. 3, where the initial (t0) and final (tf)
locations are indicated, and the stars indicate the cope-
pod’s location at every 100 time steps (Dt = 0.5 s). Jumps in
copepod location that coincide with wrapping around the
domain whenever an individual reaches a model boundary
have been removed so that the ambits shown here are
continuous. The inserts indicate the methods employed
by each species to acquire potential food particles.
For C. furcatus, the sampling method consists primarily
of continuous swimming at high velocity. The sampling
pathway over a 5-min period from the model shows the
extensive spatial range of one individual (Fig. 3a). The
prominent looping aspect featured in this individual’s
trajectory is consistent with the ambit that has been
observed for this species [see Fig. 1 in Mazzocchi and
Paffenho¨fer (Mazzocchi and Paffenho¨fer, 1999)]. It is
also worth noting that the z-axis in Fig. 3a has been
compressed relative to the other two axes, so the vertical
displacements that occur before reestablishing the loop-
ing motion are somewhat deemphasized. In nature, prey
perception by this species is achieved by encountering
cells during the extensive ambits exemplified by this
trajectory realized by the model. As noted earlier,
model emulated perception is necessarily different with
the simulated copepod sampling a narrow, forward-
extending cone at each time step.
For P. aculeatus, the sampling method consists of swim-
ming continuously at low velocity while generating a
feeding current that draws potential food particles
toward a given individual (Fig. 3b inset). Noting that
the 30-min trace of this copepod’s motion can be repre-
sented in a volume that is 3.5 times smaller than the 5-
min trace shown for C. furcatus provides an interesting
contrast between the two copepods’ sampling behavior
(Fig. 3a and b). Further, the path followed by P. aculeatus
in the model does not exhibit any pronounced charac-
teristic traits, at times pursuing a relatively straight
course with slight, intermittent jogs while at other times
undergoing loops of various durations (Fig. 3b).
For O. plumifera, the sampling method consists of
settling slowly downward and employing its extensive
fore and aft setae to detect prey-generated hydrody-
namic signals. Interspersed between sampling periods
are oblique jumps into a fresh water parcel. During
these jumps, no prey is acquired. One notable charac-
teristic of the 12-min model ambit shown in Fig. 3c is
that the distance traversed by O. plumifera during its
jumps is significantly greater than the distance covered
during the settling/sampling phases of its motion. More-
over, for the most part, the individual shown here appears
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Fig. 3. Representative simulated sampling ambits for each copepod species: (a) Clausocalanus furcatus, (b) Paracalanus aculeatus and (c) Oithona
plumifera. The inset illustrates the sampling method employed by each species. The amount of time represented by each track is shown, along with
the distance traveled. The start (t0) and end (tf) points of each ambit is shown. The intermediate steps indicated by the asterisks represent the
copepod’s location after every 100 time steps, which here is equivalent to 50 s.
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to succeed in moving to a completely new water parcel as
a result of its jumps, although some overlap may occur
near its initial position and toward the end of the ambit
shown (Fig. 3c).
Grazing characteristics over the full range of
prey concentrations
In Fig. 4, curves illustrating size-partitioned ingestion
rate in ng C h–1 for the three highest prey concentrations
are shown for each species. The modeled rates shown
here are the mean values for all experiments performed
at each prey concentration. At the smaller particle sizes,
each curve increases monotonically with prey ESD. Both
C. furcatus and P. aculeatus reach an asymptote at the
10- to 20-mm partition, while O. plumifera’s rate continues
to rise. These curves also indicate that the degree that size-
specific ingestion rates increase as the prey population
increases is relatively consistent across all size partitions.
To quantify this trend, these model results are listed in
Table V. Further, it should be noted that for the three
highest prey concentrations, the percent increase in con-
centration between each case is identical (i.e. 78%;
Table III). As total prey concentration increases from
950 to 1700 cells mL–1, the mean increase in ingestion
rate across all size partitions ranges from 55 to 72% for
the three species, whereas when prey concentration is
increased from 1700 to 3000 cells mL–1, mean ingestion
rate increases from 63 to 76%.
Observed ingestion rates for C. furcatus and P. aculeatus
are shown (open circles, Fig. 4a and b). These rates
are listed in Table V. The measured rates for these
two species are fairly close in magnitude, with P.
aculeatus exhibiting a mean rate over all size classes
that is 35% higher for cell concentrations ranging
from 817 to 877 cells mL–1 (Table IV). The size-
partitioned measurements also indicate that the two
species exhibit little difference in carbon contributed
by the smallest cells, while P. aculeatus shows a 79%
greater contribution to its carbon diet by cells within
the 10- to 20-mm partition. In the model, the overall
ingestion rate for P. aculeatus is 50% higher than for C.
furcatus. Moreover, P. aculeatus obtains 60% more carbon
from the 6- to 8-mm partition, whereas the contribution
to its carbon diet by cells within the 10- to 20-mm
partition is only 40% greater than that for C. furcatus.
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model appears to overemphasize the relative contribu-
tion of carbon made by small cells and underempha-
size the contribution of 10- to 20-mm cells to the diet of
P. aculeatus in comparison with C. furcatus.
As described in Calibration of AOP parameter settings against
observed grazing rates, the magnitude of modeled uptake by
O. plumifera has been constrained as well as is currently
possible. Nevertheless, the relative ingestion rates appar-
ent in the model results provide some interesting contrasts
between the grazing characteristics of the three species.
For instance, while O. plumifera exhibits lower ingestion
rates for all size classes and prey concentrations, the
difference in rates always becomes less pronounced as
prey ESD increases, and the smallest rate differences
always coincide with the largest cells (Table V). Another
interesting model characteristic is that at the higher prey
concentrations, the difference in carbon uptake rate
between O. plumifera and the other two species is 15%
lower than at 950 cells mL–1.
For all three species, the model exhibits a direct relation
between overall carbon uptake rate (i.e. not size parti-
tioned) and prey concentration (Fig. 5). Not surprisingly,
a slope of nearly one is obtained for all three species
when a linear fit (not shown) is applied to the log trans-
form of the modeled mean ingestion rates (the mean rates
at each prey concentration are connected by the solid
lines in Fig. 5). SDs of the data in Fig. 5 demonstrate
that the modeled rates for P. aculeatus always exhibit the
greatest scatter while C. furcatus and O. plumifera are evenly
split as to which exhibits the least. The direct relation
between uptake rate and prey concentration, as well as
the magnitude of modeled carbon uptake, is consistent
with recently measured rates obtained from grazing
experiments carried out with C. furcatus and P. aculeatus
(Paffenho¨fer, Mazzocchi and Tzeng, unpublished data).
In addition to matching the observed trend and magni-
tude, for a concentration of 950 cells mL–1, the range of
modeled ingestion rate for C. furcatus and P. aculeatus is
consistent with these measurements.
Grazing characteristics at typical
oligotrophic prey concentrations
In all of the results to follow, the standard oligo-
trophic condition for cell concentration (950 cells/mL)













































































Fig. 4. Size-differentiated ingestion rate (ng C h–1) at three initial prey concentrations (P): (a) Clausocalanus furcatus, (b) Paracalanus aculeatus and
(c) Oithona plumifera. The three initial P are 950 cells/mL (— — ), 1690 cells/mL (&) and 3000 cells/mL (—^—). The lowest
concentration is consistent with the observed P reported in Table III. The observed ingestion rates shown in a and b (*) are from Table IV.
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has been applied. The mean rate of cell con-
sumption ealized by the model is 154 cells h–1 for C.
furcatus, 229 cells h–1 for P. aculeatus and 62 cells h–1 for
O. plumifera (Fig. 6). The histograms in Fig. 6
illustrate the difference in these mean rates as they
show each species occupying a largely distinct range of
cell consumption rate with little overlap. The cell
consumption rate for P. aculeatus exhibits the widest
range (Fig. 6b), with minimum and maximum values
of 172 and 286 cells h–1. These rates are somewhat
higher than those observed when a diet consisting solely
of the diatom Thalassiosira eccentrica (ESD = 34–41 mm)
was offered to P. aculeatus in laboratory experiments
(Paffenho¨fer et al., 1995). The shape of this species’
modeled rate distribution is also the least
Gaussian. The main peak represents 17% of the
occurrences while a secondary peak, which is five bins
removed, accounts for 11% of the occurrences. The
distributions for C. furcatus and O. plumifera exhibit a
more typical Gaussian character with their main peaks
representing 24 and 40% of the occurrences, respec-
tively (Fig. 6a and c). The range in consumption rate
for C. furcatus (122–193 cells h–1) is somewhat larger
than that of O. plumifera (42–87 cells h–1).
In Fig. 7, for each size class, the percent contribution
to total cells consumed by C. furcatus is shown. The width
of each partition in this histogram is 4 mm. The 8- to
12-mm partition makes the largest contribution to total
uptake, accounting for 49% of the cells grazed. The
secondary peak coincides with the 4- to 8-mm partition,
which contributes 26% of the total number of grazed
cells. While prey in this partition are plentiful (Table III),
the size-based perception factor imposed on copepod
grazing by 1 [equation (8)] prevents these small cells
from making a more significant contribution. The mag-
nitude of the contribution of the larger size partitions
decreases monotonically in a manner consistent with the
size distribution of the prey population (Table III).
To highlight species-specific differences, the distribution

















































































Fig. 5. Ingestion rate (ng C h–1) with varying initial prey concentration (P ) for each copepod species: (a) Clausocalanus furcatus, (b) Paracalanus
aculeatus and (c) Oithona plumifera. The solid line shows how the mean ingestion rate for each case varies with concentration. Except for the realistic
case of 950 cells mL–1 for which additional realizations were obtained (Fig. 6), 10 experiments were performed at each concentration. All
individual results are shown (). The dashed line represents the estimate of each copepod’s metabolic rate that is based on the observed weight for
each species and the environmental temperature (Ikeda, 1985).
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distributions for the other two species. In Fig. 8a,
the difference distribution indicates that smaller cells
constitute a greater portion of the diet of P. aculeatus,
and this is compensated for by a relatively smaller
contribution by cells with ESD of 8–12 mm. The model
also indicates that cells with ESD >12 mm made essen-
tially comparable contributions to the diet of these two
species (Fig. 8a). In Fig. 8b, the difference distribution
indicates that cells with ESD >12 mm made a greater
relative contribution to the diet of O. plumifera. This
compensates for the less prominent contribution made
by cells in the 4- to 8- and 8- to 12-mm partitions.
In Fig. 9, total carbon uptake as a function of size
partition is shown for the three species, and the contri-
bution by cells with ESD ranging up to 80 mm has been
included. These histograms show that the 8- to 12-mm
partition always makes the largest contribution to the
overall carbon budget of each species, though this
generalization barely holds for O. plumifera (Fig. 9). In
addition, total carbon uptake by P. aculeatus is nearly
always highest for all size classes while for O. plumifera it
is always lowest. It can also be seen that for O. plumifera,
the contribution by the various size classes is relatively
uniform, whereas for the other two species there is a
pronounced decrease in the contribution made by the
8- to 12-mm partition and the larger cells. This indicates
that the small cells make a proportionally greater con-
tribution to the carbon uptake budgets of C. furcatus and,
especially, P. aculeatus.
To investigate the dietary implication of this size
preference, the percent contribution to carbon uptake
as a function of size class has been determined for each
copepod species (Fig. 10). Here the size partitions have
been made consistent with those utilized when compar-
ing with the observational data shown in Fig. 4, with
the addition of a 10- to 12-mm partition to contrast with
the 8- to 10-mm partition and a 40- to 80-mm partition
to characterize the contribution of the largest cells.
For the evenly spaced partitions for plankton with
ESD up to 12 mm, the 8- to 10-mm partition consistently
makes the highest contribution to each species’ carbon






































































































Fig. 6. Histograms of ingestion rate (cells h–1) realized for all experiments performed for each copepod species: (a) Clausocalanus furcatus, (b)
Paracalanus aculeatus and (c) Oithona plumifera. The mean, median, SD and number of experiments are provided. All experiments were performed
with an initial prey concentration (P ) of 950 cells mL–1. The bin size for these histograms is 10 cells h–1.
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evenly divided 2-mm bins, plankton within the 8- to
10-mm partition are the dominant source of carbon
for all three copepod species. For the three broader
size partitions, the percentage of carbon uptake
contributed to the diet of each species increases mono-
tonically along with the bounds of each partition.
For the three species, the contribution by the 10- to 20-,
20- to 40- and 40- to 80-mm partitions ranges from 18
to 26, 28 to 33 and 32 to 41%, respectively (Fig. 10).
However, when these are normalized to coincide with a
2-mm bin width, the percent contribution is <3% in all
cases and is therefore lower than the contribution provided
by prey within the 8- to 10-mm partition. These distribu-
tions also demonstrate that O. plumifera has a greater depen-
dence on cells within the two largest size partitions to fulfill
its nutritional needs, while the other two species depend
more heavily on prey with ESD <20 mm (Fig. 10). The
relative contribution of these partitions to the diet of
each species illustrated by Fig. 10 is consistent with the
size-differentiated distributions of cell consumption rate
and carbon uptake described above (Figs 8 and 9).
Metabolic requirements
The distributions in Fig. 10 show how the various-sized
plankton contribute to the carbon uptake budget of each
modeled copepod species. However, they do not indicate
whether this uptake is sufficient to satisfy basal metabolic
needs or the additional requirements imposed by repro-
duction. Estimates of metabolic cost have been obtained
for each copepod species by applying an empirical rela-
tion that depends on stipulating an in situ temperature
(here taken as 20C) and providing a characteristic
weight (Ikeda, 1985). The copepod weights used in this
estimate are listed in Table I. The dashed lines on each
panel of Fig. 5 indicate the resulting estimate of meta-
bolic cost for each species.
For all three species, the mean rate of carbon uptake
does not meet or exceed the weight-based minimum
metabolic cost below prey concentrations of 530 cells
mL–1 (Fig. 5). Further, O. plumifera’s mean uptake is just
below its estimated cost at this concentration, whereas
























Fig. 7. Histogram, for Clausocalanus furcatus, of the percent contribution
of a given size partition to the total number of cells consumed. The size
of each partition is 4 mm. This is the averaged distribution (n = 80) for all











































P = 950 cells/mL   Bin width = 4 μm
a b
Fig. 8. Difference histograms of the percent contribution to total consumed cells by size class for (a) Paracalanus aculeatus and (b) Oithona plumifera,
where the histogram for Clausocalanus furcatus shown in Fig. 7 has been subtracted from the corresponding distribution for the other two species.
Otherwise, the details of these two histograms are as described in the caption for Fig. 7.
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None of the three species manage to achieve or exceed
their estimated metabolic cost at the lowest prey con-
centration. For C. furcatus, there is only one instance at
170 cells mL–1, and two instances at 300 cells mL–1, for
which the modeled uptake rate exceeded its cost thresh-
old (Fig. 5a). For P. aculeatus, there are several instances
where this threshold is achieved at both of these low
concentrations (Fig. 5b). For O. plumifera, 10% of the
carbon uptake rates at 170 cells mL–1 are <1 ng C h–1
while at the lowest concentration fully 30% of the
realized uptake rates are below this threshold (Fig. 5c).
DISCUSSION
Initial results from a stochastic, three-dimensional
Lagrangian particle model have been presented. While
there have been past efforts that adopted a similar
approach (Caparroy, 2004), to our knowledge the
model described here is the first to include a variety of
explicit copepod foraging behaviors. The three species of
copepod whose feeding and behavioral dynamics have
been simulated in this individual-based model (IBM) are
C. furcatus, P. aculeatus and O. plumifera. For the two
former species, detailed measurements of grazing rates
obtained during recent shipboard and laboratory experi-
ments have been utilized to tune their AOP settings
(Table IV). However, it was found that this tuning only
marginally improved the model’s skill when compared
with simulations that used the initial guesses for AOP
settings based on careful behavioral characterizations.
This is indicative of the future potential for this type of
IBM as an environmental modeling tool. Similar grazing
rate measurements for O. plumifera are not presently
available, so its parameter tuning was made in relation
to the other two species that were better constrained.
Furthermore, the least understood aspect of its fora-
ging behavior relates to sensitivity to hydrodynamic
stimuli. Therefore, AOP settings based solely on





































































Fig. 9. Histogram of percentage of total carbon contributed to total uptake as a function of cell size for (a) Clausocalanus furcatus, (b) Paracalanus
aculeatus and (c) Oithona plumifera. These are the averaged size-differentiated contributions for all experiments where the initial prey concentration
(P ) was 950 cells mL–1. The total carbon uptake for this P is shown graphically in Fig. 5. The upper equivalent cell diameter (ESD) limit has been
extended to illustrate that, despite their relatively low population density, these larger cells make a significant contribution to total carbon acquired
by all three copepod species. The bin size for these histograms is 4 mm.
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observational characterizations were applied (an
assumption supported by the just noted experience
with the other two species), and a minimum particle
velocity threshold was ascertained by applying pub-
lished observations of percent body weight metabo-
lized per day for all three species (Klekowski et al.,
1977).
Since the method for defining each species’ sensing
regions has been kept relatively simple (Fig. 1), precisely
emulating observed AOP configurations was not feasi-
ble. However, volume sampling by each species is always
consistent with the observed rate (Tables I and II).
Another aspect of the model that was crucial for realis-
tically emulating the pelagic environment was initializing
the prey field’s size distribution. Here again, the avail-
ability of good quality in situ measurements was invalu-
able (Paffenho¨fer et al., 2003), as the empirical relation
determined from these data was applied to transform the
model-generated set of uniform deviates into a realistic
plankton size spectrum. There are several additional
stochastic aspects to the model. These include initializing
the spatial distribution of all particles, diffusing the prey
through the model domain as time evolves and continu-
ally modifying the timing and magnitude of directional
changes applied to each copepod’s ambit. While the
randomness introduced by these model functionalities
necessitated performing numerous simulations in order
to obtain well-characterized results, this feature of the
model was crucial for emulating intrinsic oceanic biolo-
gical variability.
The distinct sampling behavior of each species results
in notably different uptake characteristics. The fast,
continuous ambit of C. furcatus leads to a preference for

































Fig. 10. Percentage of total carbon uptake that is provided to each copepod species by plankton within six size partitions. The partition
definitions are consistent with those applied to the observations included on Fig. 4 with the addition of the 10- to 12-mm partition to provide a
comparison to the 8- to 10-mm partition and the 40- to 80-mm partition that characterizes the contribution of the largest cells.
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and slow continuous motion of P. aculeatus results in a
preference for the smallest cells. Furthermore, the model
results indicate that the relatively stationary sampling
techniques employed by P. aculeatus and, especially, O.
plumifera are better suited for encountering the largest
cells that feature elevated sinking velocities. In the case
of O. plumifera, the preference for large cells is accentu-
ated by the strong hydrodynamic signal that their sink-
ing produces. The highest rate of cell consumption is
exhibited by P. aculeatus, though much of this additional
uptake is comprised of small cells that do not appreciably
add to its carbon budget. This species also exhibits the
greatest SD in uptake rates at all prey concentrations,
which suggests its sensitivity to prey patchiness is more
pronounced.
The model results suggest that P. aculeatus is the species
most likely to persist as oligotrophy becomes acute,
whereas O. plumifera appears to be less likely to be able
to acquire its metabolic needs as prey concentrations
are reduced (Fig. 5). However, a prey concentration of
530 cells mL–1 represents a forage availability threshold
above which all three species generally meet their basal
metabolic needs. Additional experiments demonstrate
that including only one adult copepod per liter results
in cell ingestion rate distributions (not shown) that are
statistically identical to those obtained when there are 10
copepods per liter (Fig. 6). Thus it appears that adult
copepod populations in the oligotrophic environment
are limited by prey concentration and/or predation but
not by resource competition. However, the question of
whether resource competition plays an active role in
prescribing the magnitude of copepod populations
must remain open since the model does not yet include
the full range of copepodite stages [e.g. as described
within a modeling context by Soussi and Bernard (Soussi
and Bernard, 2004)]. The present model configuration
also has no restriction on the maximum prey size that can
be ingested by the virtual copepods; rather, the infrequent
occurrence of plankton >70 mm in the generated prey
spectra has been the primary means of limiting the uptake
of these cells. One study has suggested the existence of a
quasi-universal scaling based on prey ESD normalized by
copepod prosome length that could provide an upper cell
size limit (Berggreen et al., 1988). Employing such a
threshold could be included relatively easily by making
dP [equation (8)] a function of copepod size.
At the lowest prey concentrations, O. plumifera is the
only species that exhibits difficulty in maintaining carbon
uptake >1 ng C h–1. This is an order of magnitude less
than its estimated metabolic cost and suggests that this
species is the most likely to employ energy conserving
behavior. This is a direct result of its model-indicated
preference for large cells, which relates to cell velo-
cities being primarily linked to ESD-prescribed sinking
[equation (2)]. Without a more comprehensive char-
acterization of O. plumifera’s sensory capabilities, this
species’ preference for fast-sinking or motile cells is
uncorroborated. However, it should be noted that
Oithona spp. has been shown to prefer motile prey
over diatoms during the spring in polar regions
[(Atkinson, 1998) and references within]. Thus, apply-
ing a plankton spectrum that includes both passive
and motile prey would allow for more realistically
emulating prey detection and grazing rates by cope-
pods that rely on perceiving hydrodynamic signals.
Incorporating such an enhancement, along with pro-
viding for a full complement of copepodites with pre-
ferred prey size coupled to prosome length (i.e.
growth stage), would result in a modeling tool that
could be used to investigate how predation and
resource limitation/competition impact copepod
population densities in both oligotrophic and neritic
environments.
This modeling effort makes use of the best available
information and though it has limitations, it is also a first
attempt at simulating explicit foraging behavior for several
common copepod species. Our study depends crucially on
detailed observations of the sampling behavior and grazing
characteristics of these species. Ultimately, extending the
utility and realism of this model will require further careful
behavioral analyses. Characterization of copepod percep-
tion over distance and how this is affected by prey
concentration or turbulence would be especially beneficial,
though as noted by Haury and Yamazaki (Haury and
Yamazaki, 1995) basing copepod perception distance on
demonstrative behavioral response is potentially mislead-
ing. Turbulence in the marine environment affects cope-
pods and their foraging mechanisms in a variety of ways.
These impacts include increased metabolism as swimming
patterns are modified, and heartbeat rates become
elevated (Alcaraz, 1997); modification of predator–
prey encounter rates (Rothschild and Osborn, 1988;
Marrase´ et al., 1990; Seuront et al., 2001); and disruption
of feeding currents, though Yen (Yen, 2000) has argued
that the intermittent nature of turbulence allows cope-
pod-generated laminar flows to be quickly reestablished.
The model presented here is well suited for exploring
how various levels of turbulent dissipation rate will affect
predator–prey encounter rates, either through modify-
ing the value of D in equation (3) or by directly coupling
this IBM to a turbulence closure model that can provide
spatially and temporally varying turbulent diffusivities
[e.g. similar to ecosystem coupling employed by Wiggert
et al. (Wiggert et al., 2000)].
Overall, the model demonstrates that, even though
they access distinct subdomains of the prey spectrum,
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the three copepod species considered have the same
prey availability threshold above which they are able
to satisfy their metabolic needs. This implies that the
size-partition preferences resulting from their different
foraging behavior contribute to their coexistence in
the dilute prey environment that they inhabit (i.e.
Hutchinson’s paradox). Looking forward, an expected
benefit of this behaviorally explicit grazing model is
to facilitate the introduction of greater realism into
the continuum-based ecosystems currently incorpo-
rated within three-dimensional coupled biogeochem-
ical–physical models. The zooplankton component of
these model ecosystems typically functions as a
catchall means of mathematical closure, and devel-
oping ways of incorporating more realistic grazing
behavior is a critical need (Flierl et al., 1999; Fennel,
2001). Finally, the contribution of meta- and meso-
zooplankton respiration to the global oceanic carbon
budget is generally disregarded, even though a recent
estimate of the latter has placed it at 13 Gt C year–1
(Herna´ndez-Leo´n and Ikeda, 2005), which is 25%
of the current estimate for global primary produc-
tion. Thus, a number of significant benefits should be
realized by developing modeling techniques that
more accurately account for the role of copepods in
the pelagic system.
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